INTERGOVERNMENTAL PLANNING
Approaches to the ��No Growth" vs. ��Growth Is
Good" Dilemma
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5JCIALLY-INFORMED PLANNING AND INTRODUCTION
C�CISION MAKING: SOME PRELIMI
!RY IDEAS*
For more than twenty years
participants in the planning
process - planners, commission
ers, and elected officials have called for the explicit
consideration of the social ef
fects of physical planning pro
posals.
In recent years cries to
employ this approach, to which
the moniker "socially-informed
planning" may be applied, have
C.!'4IEL LAUBER
increased. In 1974 the planning
policy conference of the American
:"linois Department of Local
Institute of Planners urged plan
1;:Jvernment Affairs, Chicago,
:·1inoi� Member, ASPO Board of ners to "remain keenly alert to,
and to make explicit the social
C"rectors, 1976-1979
implications of their physical
planning activities."
Recently the Urban Land
Institute and the National Com
mittee Against Discrimination in
Housing urged states to encourage
municipalities to prepare "social
and economic impact statements
Copyright ©1975, 1976 by
for major government decisions by
:aniel Lauber. All rights
evaluating housing and other
�eserved. Portions of this paper socioeconomic effects in addition
��e excerpted from Sooiallyto the usual physical and envi�-.formed Planning and the Use of ronmental impacts."
In addition Senator Lowell
�QCial Impaot Analysis: Some
:�rst Steps, to be published in Weicker of Connecticut (R) intro:977.
duced legislation to broaden the
language of the National Environ
mental Policy Act of 1969 to
expand environmental impact
statements to include the "impact
of the proposed action on the
economic, social, and cultural
dimensions which contribute to
the quality of the human environ
ment." Already the Housing and
Community Development Act of 1974
requires applicants to consider,
in their land-use elements, the
social, economic, and environ
mental impacts of the policies
and plans for city development. 1
T
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whatever is left after more definable entities and quantities
have been deducted. 2 Although no one has been able to satisfac
torily define "social," the term connotes, to planners and laymen
alike, such concerns as housing, education, physical and mental
health, dislocation, recreation, personal safety, sense of commu
nity, personal mobility, crowdedness, sociability, and equity.
Other concerns not readily thought of as social, are in fact
social. For example, because a person's ability to survive with
in a social apparatus in western society is largely a function of
his ability to meet his economic needs, questions of income and
job opportunities are not just economic issues, but social issues
-as we11 . 3
In actual practice, a planning department should examine
social effects in the areas of social concern addressed by the
municipality's goals and objectives as contained in the compre
hensive plan. Due to time, staff, financial, and skill constraints
it would be unrealistic to expect agencies to identify all social
effects of a proposal. Even the size and expected magnitude of
social impacts will determine the extent to which a proposal will
be examined - the greater the size of the proposal or the greater
the magnitude of its social impacts i the more in-depth the social
impact analysis should be.
Although still primitive and unsophisticated, social impact
analysis is the basic tool for implementing socially-informed
comprehensive planning. Social impact analysis is the identifi
cation of the probable social effects of a proposal or plan on
specific segments of the population, and the population as a
whole, and the subsequent evaluation of these effects in terms of
stated community goals and objectives. 4 In socially-informed
comprehensive planning, these goals and objectives appear in the
comprehensive plan as is done, for example, in Cleveland.
In the three illustrative examples that follow we'll see how
different types of social impact assessment are used at different
points in the planning and implementation processes to make plan
ning more socially-informed. By providing decision makers with
information on the social effects of a proposal, planners should
enable them to arrive at more socially-informed, and presumably
better, decisions.
11

RICHFIELD, MINNESOTA: TWO-TIERED REVIEW OF SOCIAL EFFECTS

In Richfield, Minnesota, a suburban Minneapolis community of
47,000, the two-person planning department subjects applications
for zone changes, special use permits, and variances to a two
tiered staff review upon which its recommendations to the plann,ing
commission are based. On its $50,000 annual budget, this small
planning department cannot subject these applications to the more
rigorous review of which larger departments may be capable. How
ever, by using a checklist, it can, in a rudimentary way, begin
o consider many of the likely social effects of these proposals.
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6.

Technological change
Is the proposed action a result of changing
technology?
Will this technological change create a need for
other changes?

7.

Living Conditions
What effects will the proposed action have on
housing stock?
What effect will the proposed action have on
recreational opportunities?
What impact will the proposed action have on
cultural activities and access to them?
Will the proposed project create barriers to
shopping places or places of work?
Will the proposed action create congestion or
overcrowding?

8.

Health and welfare
What effect will the proposed action have on
family association and structure?
What provisions have been made for privacy?
What effect will the action have on personal
security?
What is the impact of the proposed action on
health facilities and the delivery of services?
Will the proposed action increase or decrease the
probability of personal injury to the residents
of the surrounding area?

s

in

e

How will the proposed action affect the commun
ity's income?
How will the proposed action affect existing
businesses?
Will the proposed action stimulate further growth?
What effect will the proposed action have on the
community's tax base and property values?
How will the proposed action affect the economic
mix of the community?

These questions are answered as well as possible by the plan
ning department staff, When necessary, additional information is
requested from the applicant. Coupled with the comments of the
aforementioned city and county agencies, the answers to these
questions provide the foundation upon which the planning depart
ment bases its findings and recommendation to the planning commis
sion. This checklist functions as an in-house, staff tool; it is
not presented to the planning commission. It simply acts to
assure that a broad range of possible social effects are consid
ered in the evaluation of a zoning application.
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Krier recognizes the limitations of his technique. Admitted
ly many of the criteria on the checklist are imprecise and diffi
cult, if not impossible, to measure quantitatively. Many of the
judgments. are necessarily subjective.
However, the quality of life criteria do provide a checklist
of social factors that might be considered in determining the ef
fects of a proposal. It provides a much more concrete basis for
decision making than the more abstract catch-all consideration of
the general health, safety, and welfare.
The quality of life checklist review is frequently applied
to applications for small as well as large-scale projects. Appli
cation of this checklist to small proposals often identifies
social effects that would ordinarily remain hidden. The value of
this approach is illustrated by the treatment of a recent, seem
ingly insignificant application for a rear yard variance.
The owner of a 30 year-old house constructed on the rear of
its lot applied for a rear yard variance at the same time he
applied for a building permit to add a second floor to the house.
The first part of the review process netted a recommendation from
the public safety department to deny the application because fire
trucks could not reach the house due to its unusual nonconforming
rear lot placement. Ordinarily this finding would, by itself, be
sufficient grounds for denial of the variance.
However, application of the quality of life checklist iden
tified a number of significant social effects that would have
probably otherwise gone undetected. The planning department found
that the proposed action would likely enhance the applicant's
pride, general well-being, and self-esteem by allowing him to
improve upon the most important investment he may ever make, his
house. Second, the proposed change would contribute to the attain
ment of equality and would improve living conditions. The exist
ing house is a low-income structure and, as such, enables a low
income family to live in generally prosperous Richfield. Rich
field, like most Minneapolis suburbs, suffers from a shortage of
low- and moderate-income housing. If this applicant were not
allowed to improve his house, he would have to seek new housing.
The planning staff also considered the effect on privacy. As
now located, the house forces the occupants to use the front yard
for recreation rather than the nearly non-existent nine-foot rear
yard; certainly not much privacy there according to the planning
staff's values. The applicant's perception of privacy should have
been ascertained. The proposed action, though, would reduce over
crowding by giving the family more living room. But, the existing
location of the house on the rear of the lot does increase the
possibility of injury because fire engines cannot reach it.
A meeting with the applicant followed this admittedly common
sense, but systematic, evaluation of the application. At the
meeting, Planning Director Krier explained that the planning
department would have to recommend that the rear yard variance be
denied due to the impossiblity of providing adequate fire
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:�otection. However, because of the positive social effects of
:�e proposal, the planning department would recommend that the
:,ty help the homeowner obtain a rehabilitation loan to move the
se to the center of the lot where adequate fire protection
uld be available. The applicant agreed that a rehabilitation
·oan would be desirable, but he would still seek a rear yard
ariance.
The planning commission, which usually follows the planning
:epartment's recommendations, did so in this case. Commission
embers are aware of the shortage of low- and moderate-income hous
''lg in Richfield and believe that the social issues raised by the
�fanning department are important.
Richfield's two-tiered review process shows that even without
soecific statutory authorization, a planning department can use a
checklist to evaluate likely social effects of zoning proposals.
:�portant social questions may be raised that would otherwise go
�nnoticed. In addition, this approach shows that the process not
nly provides a basis for approval or denial of applications, but
also can lead to alternative solutions desirable to both the
applicant and community because the right questions were asked in
the review process.
Richfield's approach is, clearly, only a small, tentative
step in the direction of systematically considering the likely
social effects of land use proposals. It is indicative of the
evel of sophistication of which many small cities are capable.
t is illustrative of an approach that could be used out of the
closet if authorized by the local council as is done in a number
of cities including Palo Alto, California.
AKEWOOD, COLORADO:

THE REFERRAL PROCESS

This Denver suburb of 124,000 systematically examines the ef
fects of proposals on housing and other social needs through a
decision-making system for land use management known locally as
the "referral process."
Two years ago the director of community development instructed
the environmental administrator to devise an improved system for
making land use decisions because the Lakewood City Council and
Planning Commission had both acknowledged they were making poor
land use decisions. The result is the referral system which com \
bines the basic concepts of environmental impact statements and
project management. The process is applied to every proposal
involving land use or requiring an environmental impact statement.
Consequently all applications for parcel rezonings, annexations,
planned unit developments, subdivisions, street widenings, and
other public works projects are analyzed through the referral
process.
Based on the concept of project management as used in industry, the referral process assigns responsibility for evaluating a
proposal or application to a project manager in the operational
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Figure 1: THE REFERRAL PROCESS OF LAKEWOOD, COLORADO*
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planning division. The individual is responsible for coordinating
the review efforts of other city agencies on this application and
finally submitting a written procedural environmental impact
statement to the Lakewood Planning Commission.
The referral process is hardly new. Most communities will
refer development proposals to other agencies for comment on, for
example, parcel rezoning applications. However, most of these
processes suffer from a lack of standardized objective criteria
and the absence of meaningful responses from most referral agen
cies. Lakewood planners have devised a system that overcomes
these problems.
The product of this review system is a procedural environ
mental impact statement that incorporates the basic concepts
required in environmental impact statements made under the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969. However, the Lakewood process
expands the impact statement from its traditional environmental
concerns such as air quality and ecology to also address social,
legal, economic, and cultural aspects. In addition, the proce
dural impact statement evaluates each proposal in terms of its
contribution to achievement of the goals of Lakewood's comprehen
sive plan, council policies, and the policies of the Denver
Regional Council of Governments.
The goals of the Denver Regional COG are considered because
the Lakewood City Council, by resolution, accepted the goals of
constructing 799 units of low-income housing and 1199 units of
moderate-income housing over the next five years as assigned by
the Denver Regional COG in its 1972 report, A Regional Housing
Plan, Policies, and Their Implementation. 5 On May 16, 1973 the
Lakewood Planning Commission established "Policy 15" by resolution:
"All future developments in the city, of 50 residential units or
more, will include a percentage of low- and/or moderate-income
housing. This percentage will be a matter of negotiation between
the developer, the Department of Community Development, and the
Lakewood Planning Commission." The planning commission decided
not to require a specific percentage because it might be ruled
illegal and some developments might be incompatible with such
housing, particularly due to locations that 'might be unsuitable
for persons dependent on public transportation and certain commu
nity facilities.
Housing Impact Statement
At the first informal meeting between the Department of Com
munity Development and the applicant (in this example the appli
cant will be referred to as a residential developer), the devel
oper is given a copy of the housing impact statement criteria
checklist as well as other referral agency checklists and the 43item list of information requirements for the pre-planning confe ence. Included in this list is a reiteration of the city's poli
to require the inclusion of some low- and moderate-income housir�
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Lakewood's housing impact statement acts as a disclosure
statement and functions as a checkl"st for identifying problem
areas and housing needs rather than as a measuring stick of how
ell a developer performs. Essentially it provides a profile of
at exists and the possible effects of the developer's project.
-he information it discloses is used in negotiations to demon
strate a need, or lack thereof, for low- or moderate-income hous
·ng in a proposed development.
The system, though, is not flawless. Its most obvious defect
·s_ that it discloses data only for the census tract in which the
�roposed project lies even though the project may exert social
·�pacts upon other census tracts as well. The solution would be
:o incorporate data from surrounding census tracts when this wider
'nfluence is suspected.
The housing impact statement has five fundamental components.
e first portion provides general baseline census data for the
census tract in which the proposed project lies and for the city
as a whole. The developer is expected to provide this information.
The remaining sections consist of a four-category checklist
:hat also provides information concerning the census tract in
nich the proposed project lies and the city as a whole:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Housing condition
Crowding
Housing costs and rents (a vacancy rate of less
than 5 percent indicates a need for more housing
in that price range}
Location (Lakewood planners feel that it is
important for low- and moderate-income persons
to live close to jobs, public services, and
public transportation.)

At the pre-planning conference the housing coordinator ex
lains Policy 15 to the developer and supplies him with a completed
ousing impact statement. If the statement indicates a need for
ow- and/or moderate-housing in his development, negotiations to
nclude such housing are begun. The city will often allow density
onuses and a reduction in building costs (such as requiring fewer
amenities) to gain the inclusion of low- or moderate-income hous
ng.
In the first two years this procedure has been used, commit
,ents for more than 600 units have been obtained. The developer's
3greement with the city to include these units is written into the
title for the property and on the plat of the land and filed with
the county. In this way the developer and subsequent purchasers
3re bound to the agreement for the time period specified in the
agreement.
In several instances developers have failed to comply with
equests for the inclusion of low- or moderate-income housing.
�
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:uriented; others were not changed because some families might
efer the additional privacy provided by the outward orientation.
�: raising the issue of privacy, the psychologist planner gained
� change in the design of the PUD to allow potential buyers a
c,oice between relative degrees of privacy.
A second project, involving the widening of Simms Street from
: two lane to four lane highway, illustrates that the prediction
:: some social effects may be highly speculative. As a public
rks project, the Simms Street widening was subjected to environ
ntal review under the referral process.
Tbe psychologist planner gathered the following data: (1) a
:emographic profile of residents, (2) a record of home improve�nts and remodeling to determine some idea of the residents'
sense of neighborhood identity and pride, and (3) a windshield
survey of the neighborhood which revealed a mixture of well
-iaintained and deteriorating housing. These findings indicated
he existence of a sense of community pride and identification as
ell as traits of a h1ghly mobile neighborhood.
In his report to the project manager, the psychologist plan
ner indicated that any widening of Simms Street would probably
strengthen its identity as a barrier6 between the residential com
munity to its west and the industrial area to the east. However,
the additional traffic generated by the widening might induce
increased real estate speculation in the residential neighborhood.
Lynch suspected that owners of rental property might be encouraged
to replace their units with owner-occupied units. Since one-third
of the units were rental, considerable dislocation might result.
Although the psychologist planner offered an alternative
route which would run east of the industrial area, the street
widening has been approved. Already there has been some disloca
tion of residents living in structures on Simms Street.
Conclusions
Lakewood's referral process offers planners two opportunities
to routinely and explicitly consider certain social aspects of
development and public works proposals. The first opportunity is
the use of the housing impact statement which acts as a checklist
of disclosure requirements to determine if a need exists for low
or moderate-income housing in a residential or mixed-use develop
ment. When a need for such housing is identified, this informa
tion is used to negotiate its inclusion. While other cities have
required a specific percentage of low- and moderate-income housing
in new residential developments depending on the availability of
federal or state subsidies to finance construction of these units,?
Lakewood requires that an unspecified percentage be low- and
moderate-income and uses density bonuses and other devices, as
well as subsidies when available, to lower the cost of some hous
ing units.
A second opportunity to examine other social aspects results
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from the flexibility of the referral process that allows Lake
wood's psychologist planner to ask developers the sort of ques
tions that allow for careful analysis of a proposal's possible
social effects. Just by considering these social aspects, albeit
some eannot be quantified and may be capable of only intuitive or
qualitative evaluation, the community development department makes
decision makers and developers aware of possible social effects of
proposals that would otherwise go unnoticed. Lakewood has raised
these social concerns to a level of primary importance and to the
level of planning objectives.
Lakewood's referral process is illustrative of decision
making systems, not explicitly sanctioned by ordinance, that
allow for the consideration of possible social effects. However,
with the exception of housing costs, Lakewood has no goals or
objectives against which to evaluate predicted social effects and,
as a result, does not perform a complete social impact analysis.
Because Lakewood has not developed a socially-informed comprehen
sive planning process, its planners must rely on their professional
judgment and knowledge to determine if a predicted social effect
is desirable, and if not, what changes to make in the proposal to
avoid it.
In contrast, Cleveland's City Planning Commission has devel
oped a socially-informed comprehensive planning process.
CLEVELAND, OHIO: SOCIALLY-INFORMED COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING

Cleveland's aggressive planning staff has developed a socially
informed planning process in which the identified social effects
of proposals are evaluated in terms of realistic goals and objec
tives stated in the city's plan8 that specifically address social
issues. To implement these goals and objectives, which Cleveland
planners openly admit reflect the values of the planning staff and
planning commission, the planning department acts as an advocate
for the growing proportion of Cleveland's "have nots" in city
matters, and for the entire city in regional matters.
It soon became apparent in 1969 to the newly assembled staff
and director that traditional planning tasks would contribute lit
tle to meeting the needs of Cleveland's citizens. Traditionally,
the Cleveland Planning Commission sought to influence events by
applying established policy to proposals and applications submitted
for its review. In accordance with the city charter, these pro
posals generally involved public improvements, subsidized private
development, and zoning. However, a traditional land use plan
would have little relevance to a city like Cleveland where 97 per
cent of the land was already developed, where a strong market
demand for redevelopment does not exist in most locations, where
the key land use decisions were made as early as a century ago,
and where a growing proportion of the city's population consists
of people who have few choices - the poor, the elderly, the dis
abled, and the racial and ethnic minorities. Early investigations
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by the new planning staff revealed that Cleveland suffered from
maladies common to decaying central cities in this age of increas
ing suburbanization and abandonment of the central city: personal
and municipal poverty, racism, social alienation, crime, bad hous
ing. The planning staff and planning commission realized that
these problems could not be attacked adequately with the city
planner's traditional bag of tools. A different direction for
planning was necessary.
Rather than produce a land use plan, the department and com
mission chose to develop a policy plan that would specify direc
tions to be pursued and policies to attain specified goals. Staff
discussion resulted in a single goal accepted by the planning com
mission that reflects the staff's and commission's professional
and personal values:
"Equity requires that locally-responsible government
institutions give priority attention to the goal of
promoting a wider range of choices for those Cleve
land residents who have few, if any, choices."
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/

The Cleveland planners justify this goal on democratic and
pragmatic, rather than ideological grounds. They argue that to
advocate the interests of the less favored is simply to act on
behalf of a large and growing proportion of the city's residents.
They also believe in the equity goal as a way to achieve citywide
benefits. They point out that any serious attempt to counter the
forces making many cities unlivable entails giving priority atten
tion to the needs of the people with the most problems and the
fewest ·opportunities.
The Cleveland Poliay Planning Report 1975 addresses four
�
basic areas of social concern that Cleveland planners feel can be
I
influenced by the planning commission: income, housing, community
development, and transportation. Objectives to attain the report's
single goal of equity are presented in each of these four areas.
As in other policy plans, policies to implement these objectives
are also stated.
Implementation of this socially-informed and socially-oriented
plan requires planners to conduct a social impact analysis of each
proposal to determine if the proposal's social effects will help
attain the objectives stated in the policy plan. With this analy- 1
sis the staff can identify which population segments benefit from
the proposal and which are harmed or pay for it. The staff makes
the results of these analyses public so decision makers and the
public at large can understand the effects of each proposal.
When a social impact analysis reveals that a proposal produces
adverse social effects on specific segments of the population con
trary to the objectives of the policy plan, the staff designs al
ternatives that do not produce these adverse effects, and in which
the benefits go to those most in need, and those least able to pay
most of the costs. The staff then uses its institutional and
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political role in the community to argue for these alternatives
before local and, where appropriate, regional, state, or federal
decision makers.
Much of Cleveland's planning staff work is aimed at gaining
the support of the local legislative body and appointed regional
agencies for proposals and programs that implement the policy plan.
Several examples illustrate the planning commission's advocacy
role. In the first example, the commission, through its staff,
acted as an advocate for Cleveland in a regional matter involving
transportation. In the last example, the commission acted as an
advocate for Cleveland's have nots in a local matter. Sometimes
the planning commission is successful; more frequently its recom
mendations or proposals are rejected.
Advocacy Efforts in the Region
Cleveland's plan provides that the construction of highways
in Cleveland should be approved only if (1) the city share of the
cost is waived, (2) annual payments are made to compensate the
city for all losses in property and income tax revenues resulting
from the highway improvement, and (3) prior to highway develop
ment, additional housing units equal to the number to be removed
are provided within the city {preferably through rehabilitation)
at approximately the same price or rent level as the housing to be
demolished. 9
In late 1 9 6 9 the Board of the Northeast Ohio Areawide Coor
dinating Agency (NOACA), the Cleveland area's seven county planning
agency, approved plans for interstate highway I-2 90 to run through
Cleveland's east side. Serving as the mayor's representative to
NOACA, the newly appointed city planning director immediately
directed his staff to conduct a social impact analysis of the
adopted route. It showed that the route's effects ran counter to
the objectives and goal of the policy plan. The city council
opposed the route because the planning staff's analysis revealed
the adopted route would demolish nearly 900 residential and 110
commercial structures in three heavily-populated, white ethnic
neighborhoods. Because the city's position was rejected by the
NOACA board (although Cleveland residents constituted 25 percent
of NOACA's constituency, Cleveland's three board members comprised
only six percent of the NOACA board), the planning commission
recommended that the city either withdraw from NOACA or institute
court action to secure increased representation on a one-person,
one-vote basis. In 1970 the city took the latter action in federal
court, discontinued its payment of dues to NOACA, and filed admin
istrative complaints with several federal agencies. As a result
of these actions, Cleveland was denied membership in NOACA by its
board. In turn, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Develop
ment decertified NOACA as an A-95 regional planning and review
agency. IO
Two years later, under a new mayor, Cleveland dropped its
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:;al suit and administrative complaints and reimbursed NOACA for
-� unpaid dues. But in response to continuing city and HUD pres
e, NOACA increased Cleveland's representation on its board
three to 11 members (19 percent) and withdrew its approval
= the I-290 route.
The next year the planning staff drafted an ordinance adopted
the city council to realign the Bedford Freeway rather than
struct the previously proposed I-290 route. The realigned
eeway would be built along abandoned railroad rights-of-way.
ial impact analysis showed it would require the displacement
= 75 percent fewer families and businesses than the original I-290
posal. The Ohio Highway Department accepted this new alterna
··,e 'for the $100,000,000 held in reserve for I-290. By identify
g the adverse social effects on a segment of Cleveland's popu
=�ion, the planning staff gained city council support for an al
·=rnative route that better reflected the staff's and planning
rrmission's values and is in accord with the city's socially
-♦ormed policy plan. Once city council support was obtained, the
anning director, acting as the city's representative to NOACA,
:s able to advocate the city's position before this regional
Jdy.

I

-:vocacyEfforts Within Cleveland
In the next example the department acted as an advocate in a
cal matter for the growing proportion of have nots living in
:·eveland.
Cleveland's Poliay Planning Report 1975 requires developers
:J provide the city with estimates of the number and types of jobs
·;eir development will provide and/or remove from the city and the
::feet of the development on tax revenues. In addition, the develer must estimate how many of the affected jobs employ or will
z�ploy city residents.11
The information disclosed by applying this policy led the
:'anning commission to disapprove a proposal routinely submitted
:or its review in which the city would make a $10 to $15 million
='"Ont-end investment on a proposed $350 million downtown office
:onmercial complex. The information disclosed by the developer
:,owed that the proposal offered no guarantee of additional prop
:rty or income tax revenues and failed to include a firm commitnt of jobs for Cleveland's unemployed. A detailed analysis of
:ne proposal showed that it might amount to a net loss for the
:;ty. The proposal would commit millions of dollars sorely needed
=or capital improvements in the city's decaying neighborhoods to
downtown project that might only add to a surplus of vacant
: +fice space.
The commission's disapproval of the proposal caused a storm
+ protest from the business community and was overridden by the
:ity council. Although the commission could not gather much
�"litical support for its position, it did raise several important
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issues which will provide the basis for continued negotiations 2
with the developer and will arise again with similar proposals. 1
As happened in this case, the planning commission is often unable
to obtain city council support of positions it takes to implement
the city's policy plan.
Concluding Observations
The experiences of Cleveland's planning department show that
planners and planning commissioners can develop a socially-infor
planning process that strongly reflects their own values, play an
advocacy role and still survive even in the absence of the strong
city council support. Several basic principles can be identified
that help account for the success and survival of a planning
department with this orientation.
1.

Decision makers frequently arrive at decisions on
the basis of very limited or incomplete information,
Occasionally this may be all the information they
want; usually, though, they desire access to addi
tional information. By supplying clear, detailed
information to decision makers on the social effects
of a proposal and on how well a proposal contributes
to meeting the goal and objectives of the city's
plan, the planning staff and commission can influen
councilmen to support positions advanced by the
planning commission. For example, the information
disclosed by the staff's social impact analysis of
the I-29O highway route led the city council to
adopt the planners' position against the route.
In addition, by becoming expert on a particular
issue, planners in Cleveland have been able to make
councilmen dependent on them for their expertise
as on transportation issues.

2.

When dealing with a large legislative body elected
from wards, the forces arrayed against planning
department proposals will shift in composition and
size from issue to issue. This shifting tends to
discourage consistent majority opposition to plan
ning department proposals and policies.

3.

Political decision makers rarely maintain articulate
consistent objectives. In the policy plan, Clevelan
planners provide a set of clear objectives and
policies through which decision makers can articulat
their views.
For example, when the I-29O route was first proposed
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there was general dissatisfaction among Cleveland
councilmen. The highway had been pending for ten
years during which Cleveland had had several mayors
and dozens of councilmen. The objectives and poli
cies articulated by the planning commission and
staff provided a framework through which decision
makers could better conceptualize their objections
to the proposed I-290 route.
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Cleveland's socially-informed planning process illustrates
= orientation of a small, but growing number of city planning
::artments. In this process, the planning commission had adopted
::-olicy plan that presents a basic goal of attaining equity and
.�ectives that address specific social concerns. Although the
-�1 and objectives reflect the values of the planning staff and
ission, and not necessarily those of elected officials, Cleve
···d planners have been able to frequently obtain city council
_port of their admittedly value-laden proposals by providing the
Jncil with information on the social effects of proposals and
luating these effects in terms of the objectives of the policy
�n. By developing expertise in areas where none existed, and by
;gressively seeking a policy-making role in these areas, Cleve
!�d planners have expanded their area of influence to such areas
s regional and local transportation matters. The planning depart
ent's role in city matters has grown through both a liberal,
'ack, Democratic administration, and now a conservative, white,
=Publican administration.
The Cleveland experience suggests that an advocacy role with
a socially-informed planning process may be appropriate for
anning departments in older central cities where an increasing
oportion of the population is among the have-nots of society.
_: has worked well in Cleveland, and could be successful in other
_'ties under similar circumstances.
NCLUSION
These illustrative examples show three increasingly complex
!oproaches to injecting social concerns into the planning process.
-�ey range from Richfield's relatively simple and intuitive check
'ist, to the more concrete disclosures of Lakewood's referral
;rocess and its psychologist planner, and finally to Cleveland's
;ocially-informed planning process which is oriented to achieving
:learly social goals and objectives.
However, any city or county can make its planning process
re socially-informed. Social concerns can be injected into the
lanning process at three basic stages:
1.

Formulation of comprehensive plans and proposals Alternatives can be scrutinized through impact
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2.

analysis.
. .
Reviews of land use applications - Applications
for
zoning changes, PUDs� an� subdivision.review can be
examined through social impact analysis.
a. An applicant shoul� be in'.ormed ?f what data
and other information he is required to supply
for the social impact analysis and should be.
given a copy of the community's goals and obJec
tives for each area of social concern to be
examined in the assessment - at the time of
first contact with the planning department.

This information could be presented to the
applicant in the form of� proced�ral manual
whi�h would.also inc]ude 1�f9rmation about other
r·eview requirements ,n addition to those of the
social impact analysis.
b. The applicant should submit to the planning
department specific types of information needed
to conduct the social impact analysis by a
specific date prior to his_next meeti�g with_the
planning department and prior to public_hearings
c. The authenticity of submitted data and informa
tion should be investigated further if there is
reason to doubt its validity.
d. If adverse social effects are identified, nego
tiate changes in the proposal to eliminate or
minimize these effects - if possible.
e. Submit the completed social impact assessment
to the appropriate decision-making body as part
of the planning agency's review and comment
report.
.
.
3. Capital improvements programming: Pr?posed public_
works can be examined through social impact analysis
before being inserted into the capital improvements
program. Changes can be made to avoid negative
social effects before committing the city to the
specific proposal.
.
.
a. Prepare a procedural manual for capital improve
ment proposal review to include requirements for
social impact assessment: (1) data needs, and
(2) a statement of goals and objectives used to
evaluate effects in each area of social concern.
The manual could also rationalize why the city,
or planning department, has decided to conduct
social impact assessments of public works propo
sals. The manual should be distributed to the
appropriate city departments and agencies early
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enough so they can gather the appropriate data
required of them.
b. The appropriate data and information needed for
the social impact analysis should accompany the
proposal when submitted for planning department
review.
c. If adverse social effects are identified, the
planning department should contact the agency
responsible for the proposal to develop alter
natives that mitigate or eliminate the adverse
social effects.
d. As part of the normal review process, the com
pleted social impact assessment should be sub
mitted with other review material to the appro
priate decision-making body.

Admittedly, socially-informed plan
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acle is the primitive
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informed planning. Effects in many areas major tool of socially
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but also to developing relia
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for which data can be found
relatively cheaply and quickly .
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to the level of a planning objective.
The expansion of planning /
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ties, and the environment, complicates
the traditional decision
�aking and planning processes by introduc
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The regular use of social impact asseproc
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cies. By adding consider
tion of the social dimension of proposal
s to its traditional
eview and comment responsibilities,
planning agencies assume a
:ifficult and frequently time-con
suming, expensive task. However,
�n increasing number of planners and
·ssues must be addressed directly if laymen recognize that social
=ffectively. Social impact assessme they are to be dealt with
nt is a tool that can be used I1
'ithin traditional planning agency func
oals and objectives in areas of soci tions to implement a city's
al concern. With it we can
-evelop socially-informed planning
and
decision making - and do a
:etter job of planning for our comm
unities.
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